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Abstract. In this paper, we study photovoltaic energy harvesting in
wireless sensor networks. We build a harvesting analytical model for a
single node, linking three components: the environment, the battery, and
the application. Given information on two of the components, limits on
the third one can be determined. To test this model, we adopt several
use cases with various indoor and outdoor locations, battery types, and
application requirements. Results show that, for pre-deﬁned application
parameters, we are able to determine the acceptable node duty cycle
given a speciﬁc battery, and vice versa. Moreover, the suitability of the
deployment environment (outdoor, well lighted indoor, poorly lighted
indoor) for diﬀerent application characteristics and battery types is discussed.

1

Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are formed of multiple small-sized, low-cost,
low-power embedded devices with sensing, computation and wireless communication capabilities [1]. The nodes self-organizing abilities, and the collaboration
among them allows a wide range of applications such as military operations [2],
disaster relief [3], and environmental monitoring [4], to name a few. Energy eﬃciency gained particular attention in WSNs design, since networks are required
to run for long durations. However, node lifetime is limited by the ﬁnite capacity battery powering it. Regularly charging or replacing depleted batteries in a
WSN is a complex and costly procedure, especially in large-scale networks, or
in hard-to-reach deployment locations [5]. As a solution to this problem, Energy
Harvesting WSNs (EH-WSNs) emerged.
EH-WSN Background. Energy harvesting consists of collecting energy
from the surrounding environment and converting it to electrical energy [6]. By
implementing energy harvesting, the sensor nodes become self-powered, using
the renewable environmental energy as their own power source. Harvestable energy can be provided by several sources in the node ambient environment, hence
the numerous energy harvesting techniques such as photovoltaic [7], piezoelectric [8], and wind energy harvesting [9]. The node energy intake depends on
the output of the harvestable power source which may vary as a function of
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time. Thus, adapting power usage to the harvestable power generation pattern
has been largely studied, and many harvesting-aware communication protocols
were proposed [5]. In EH-WSN, the main focus shifts from energy conservation
schemes to energy management, in order to optimally use harvested energy to
enhance network performance [6].
Paper Contribution. In this work, we focus on photovoltaic (PV) energy
harvesting. We build an analytical PV energy harvesting model for a single node
in a WSN based on three components: the environment, the battery, and the
application. By linking energy collection, energy management, energy consumption and the interactions between them, the operational limits of any of the
three components can be speciﬁed, given information on the two other components. To test our model, we adopt several use cases covering a wide range of
environments, batteries and applications. We study two application classes: outage intolerant applications, where once the node suﬀers from a power outage,
it stops its activity permanently; outage tolerant applications, where if a power
outage takes place, the node is allowed to cease its activity, recharge the battery,
and then return to the network. Using our model, we are able to determine the
suitability of a battery, given the node duty cycle, and vice versa. Moreover, the
feasibility of an application in a particular environment can be studied. Results
show that even a small power outage tolerance leads to signiﬁcantly higher duty
cycles.
This paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 gives an overview on the energy
harvesting model. We detail the characterization, the modeling and the adopted
use cases for each of the three components: environment, battery and application
in Sec. 3, Sec. 4, and Sec. 5, respectively. Results on outage intolerant applications are discussed in Sec. 6, while the outage tolerant applications are studied
in Sec. 7 and Sec. 8, respectively. Finally, Sec. 9 concludes the paper, with a
perspective on future work.

2

General Objective

Three major factors contribute to the node activity in a photovoltaic EH-WSN:
the environment, the battery, and the application.
The environment, where the network is deployed, determines light intensity. Each location is distinguished by speciﬁc lighting conditions, directly affecting the energy collection process. The battery plays the part of an energy
storage component and an energy provider. It impacts the node lifetime, and
controls to a certain extent the energy management scheme of the node. The
application sets the WSN objectives, deﬁnes requirements, such as the duty
cycle, and determines the node energy consumption. Each of these components
is characterized by its own set of parameters which have been largely studied
in literature [5, 10–12]. In this work, we emphasize the existing relation between
these components in order to analyze the trade-oﬀs to be considered when deploying EH-WSNs. By linking energy collection, energy management and energy
consumption, that are respectively dictated by the environment, the battery and
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the application, we elaborate an energy harvesting analytical model for a single
node in a WSN. Using our model, the operational limits of a component can be
speciﬁed given information on the other two.
In the following, we detail each component, and the corresponding use cases
adopted in the numerical analysis.

3
3.1

The Environment Characterization
Energy Collection Model

A PV panel absorbs natural or artiﬁcial light, and converts it into electrical
energy that powers the node. Hence, it is the light intensity that determines the
amount of energy that can be harvested by the node.
Without loss of generality, we consider in the rest of this study that time
is slotted into timeslots of duration T hours each. We denote by T the set of
all timeslots τ , for the whole observation period. The harvested energy during
a timeslot τ , denoted by Eh (τ ), serves as input to our model. Eh (τ ) depends
on several factors such as the environment-speciﬁc light conditions, and the PV
panel characteristics. We denote by SP V the PV panel illuminated area in m2 ,
and by ηP V the PV cell eﬃciency. Light intensity is modeled by the global
horizontal irradiance, Igh (τ ), measured in W/m2 , representing the total amount
of shortwave radiation received by the PV panel. The harvested energy by the
node during timeslot τ is measured in Joules, and computed as follows:
Eh (τ ) = Igh (τ ) · SP V · ηP V · T
3.2

(1)

Use Cases

In our analysis, we consider deployment periods of approximately one year, divided in hourly timeslots, i.e. T = 1 hour. For the PV panel characteristics, we
suppose an illuminated area SP V = 10 cm2 , having an eﬃciency ηP V = 0.25 [13].
We consider in our analysis both outdoor and indoor deployment scenarios,
covering a wide range of lighting conditions. We determine the harvested energy
at each timeslot Eh (τ ) by using real-world datasets providing measurements of
the hourly Igh (τ ). For the outdoor scenario, we use measurements collected in
Los Angeles during the year of 2014, provided by the U.S. Department of Energy [14]. The average daily irradiation is month-dependent, and varies between
39.04 J/cm2 /day in December, and 109.56 J/cm2 /day in June. For the indoor
scenario, we consider datasets provided by Gorlatova et al. [15] presenting measurements in oﬃce buildings in New York City. We select two particular indoor
locations with signiﬁcantly diﬀerent lighting conditions. Location A is poorly
lighted, with window shading used at all times, and an average daily irradiation
of 1.3 J/cm2 /day. Conversely, location B is very well lighted, it has large windows
with unobstructed view, and an average daily irradiation of 63 J/cm2 /day.
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4
4.1

The Battery Characterization
Battery Model

In harvesting-based WSNs, nodes are usually equipped with a rechargeable battery capable of storing the harvested energy, as well as powering the node.
Rechargeable batteries are mainly characterized by their capacity Emax , and
their charge/discharge eﬃciency ηbat < 1 that causes energy loss when the battery is used. It should be noted that battery characteristics may vary under
diﬀerent operating temperatures and battery age [16]. Without loss of generality, we consider a constant discharge eﬃciency representing the average of the
charge losses a battery may suﬀer from under diﬀerent conditions.
In our model, we assume the presence of a power manager responsible of delivering the necessary amount of energy to the node. A node is powered, through
the power manager, from the harvested energy alone, from the energy stored in
the battery, or from both. The power manager has an output regulator, with
an output eﬃciency ηout < 1. This means that, when energy is delivered to the
node, a certain amount of this energy is lost. Consequently, if we denote by
Ec (τ ) the energy consumption of a node during a timeslot τ (later detailed in
Sec. 5), the power manager must deliver Ec (τ )/ηout Joules to the node in order
to supply its demand [11].
To model the battery level variation as a function of time, we adopt the energy
management model presented by Taneja et al. [11]. We extend their model by
adding the battery charge/discharge eﬃciency ηbat . We denote by Er (τ ) the
battery residual energy level at the beginning of timeslot τ . At each timeslot,
the node power source is determined by the power manager by comparing the
amount of harvested energy Eh (τ ), and the energy to be delivered to the node
Ec (τ )/ηout . Two cases unfold, determining the battery behavior at each timeslot:
– Eh (τ ) ≥ Ec (τ )/ηout : in this case, the harvested energy is enough to solely
supply the node. The remaining amount of energy, unused by the node, is
stored in the battery, causing the battery to charge according to Eq. 2:



Ec (τ ) 
, Emax
Er (τ + 1) = min Er (τ ) + ηbat · Eh (τ ) −
ηout

(2)

– Eh (τ ) < Ec (τ )/ηout : in this case, the harvested energy is not enough to
solely supply the node. The missing amount of energy must be provided by
the battery. Consequently, two possibilities open up:
1. The amount of harvested energy, combined with the amount of the battery
residual energy is enough to supply the node energy demand. The node is
powered, and the battery discharges according to Eq. 3:

Er (τ + 1) = Er (τ ) +


Ec (τ ) 
Ec (τ )
, if Eh (τ ) + ηbat · Er (τ ) ≥
· Eh (τ ) −
ηbat
ηout
ηout
(3)
1
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2. The amount of available energy is not enough to power the node. In this case,
the node is in power outage situation, and cannot be properly powered. The
node must cease its activity, and we refer to it as non-operational. Let Tno
be the subset of timeslots τ during which the node is non-operational:
τ ∈ Tno ⊆ T ⇐⇒ Eh (τ ) + ηbat · Er (τ ) <

Ec (τ )
ηout

(4)

If power outage is tolerated, the nodes remain non-operational for a limited
duration only, since the battery can still be recharged by the harvested energy.
Once the available energy is suﬃcient again, a non-operational node resumes its
activity. We consider that the tolerance for temporarily non-operational nodes
depends on the speciﬁc application requirements. In this work, we study two
classes of applications: outage intolerant and outage tolerant, further deﬁned in
detail in Sec. 5.
4.2

Use Cases

We consider in our analysis a variety of rechargeable batteries, with diﬀerent
characteristics. The most common rechargeable technologies are Nickel Metal
Hydride (NiMH) and Lithium Ion (Li-ion). NiMH batteries suﬀer from low
charge/discharge eﬃciency; however, they have a simple charging method, lowering their cost. Li-based batteries have higher charge/discharge eﬃciency, but
a more complex charging method [5]. The set of batteries we consider in our
analysis covers a wide range of characteristics, summarized in Tab. 1. Regarding
the output regulator, we consider an eﬃciency ηout = 0.8 [11].
Model
Type Volume (cm3 ) Emax (J) Capacity (mAh)
AA
NiMH
7.7
10800
2500
AAA
NiMH
3.8
5625
1250
AA
Li
7.7
9857
740
Ultrathin 200 Li
2.7
2664
200
Ultrathin 100 Li
1.3
1332
100
Ultrathin 43
Li
0.6
573
43
Ultrathin 10
Li
0.6
133
10

ηbat
0.66
0.66
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

Notation
AA-Ni
AAA-Ni
AA-Li
U-Li-200
U-Li-100
U-Li-43
U-Li-10

Table 1. Comparison of rechargeable batteries characteristics [6, 17].

5
5.1

The Application Characterization
Energy Consumption Model

The power consumption diﬀers from one application to another, depending on
the sensing activity by the sensor, the computation performed by the CPU, and
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the communication scheme of the radio transceiver. In this study, we consider
that the radio transceiver is the main energy consumption source [12], disregarding other consumption sources. However, including CPU or sensing consumption
in the model is straightforward. We suppose that during each timeslot τ of duration T , a duty cycle DC(τ ) is forced on the radio transceiver. The latter will be
awake, and consuming power, during each timeslot, for a time equal to DC(τ )·T .
For the remaining time, the node is asleep, with a negligible power consumption.
When awake, the transceiver switches between three states: receive, transmit,
and listen. The power consumed in these states is very similar, as proven by
experimental studies [12], and transceiver datasheets [18]. We consider that the
power consumed by the radio while active is equal to the average of the power
consumption of these three states, denoted by Pavg . Thus, during a time period
T , the energy Ec (τ ) consumed by the transceiver is dictated by the duty cycle
DC(τ ), such as:
Ec (τ ) = Pavg · DC(τ ) · T
5.2

(5)

Application Classes

The application determines the tolerance for having a temporarily non-operational
node. In this study, we consider the following application classes:
Outage intolerant: For these applications, a node cannot enter the nonoperational state. The node is required to sustain its activity without suﬀering
from a power outage, meaning that continuous operation is a requirement. We
denote by Tco the set of consecutive timeslots during which the node is operational up until the ﬁrst power outage takes place. We formally deﬁne continuous
operation (c.o.) as:
c.o. ⇐⇒ Eh (τ ) + ηbat · Er (τ ) >

Ec (τ )
,
ηout

∀τ ∈ Tco ⊆ T

(6)

The node lifetime in this case is equal to the duration during which the node
is continuously operational, up until the ﬁrst power outage takes place. We refer
to it as the continuous operation lifetime. With timeslots of duration T , the
continuous operation lifetime is equal to |Tco | · T .
Outage tolerant: For these applications, the node can be temporarily nonoperational. A node will remain non-operational as long as the amount of harvested energy combined with the battery residual energy are below the node
energy requirement. Once the delivered energy is enough, the node resumes its
activity. During a non-operational timeslot, the harvested energy is only used to
recharge the battery:
Er (τ + 1) = min(Er (τ ) + ηbat · Eh (τ ), Emax )

(7)
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In this work, we consider the duty cycle to be the percentage of time during
which a node is active in the timeslots where the node is operational. In nonoperational timeslots, where the node is inactive, the duty cycle is null:

DC, ∀τ ∈ T \ Tno
DC(τ ) =
(8)
0, ∀τ ∈ Tno
We limit our study to static duty cycles, such as the duty cycle is set to a
ﬁxed value DC in the operational timeslots. Although dynamic duty cycles are
out of the scope of this paper, expanding the framework to include adaptive duty
cycles in each timeslot is straightforward.
In outage tolerant applications, it is possible that the node frequently switches
between the non-operational and the operational state. We deﬁne nc as the consecutive number of timeslots during which the node is non-operational. Each
time the node enters the non-operational state, a new instance nc (τ ) of the
counter nc is created. We denote by ncmax the maximum number of consecutive
non-operational timeslots:
ncmax = max nc (τ )
τ ∈Tno

(9)

Finally, we deﬁne rno as the percentage of time during which the node is
non-operational out of the whole observation period T :
rno = 100 ×
5.3

|Tno |
|T |

(10)

Use Cases

In our analysis, we do not limit the study to speciﬁc applications, but we study
diﬀerent application requirements, which can be matched to a target application
afterwards. Our use cases are representative of several WSN applications. We
study outage intolerant applications, where continuous operation is required. We
also consider several cases of outage tolerant applications with diﬀerent values of
ncmax and rno . Regarding energy consumption, based on the CC2420 transceiver
datasheet [18], we ﬁx the energy consumption during a one hour timeslot to
Pavg · T = 180 J.

6

Outage Intolerant Applications

In this section, we consider outage intolerant applications, where continuous
operation is required (Eq. 6). Using our model, we are able to determine the
continuous operation lifetime, i.e. the time duration before the ﬁrst power shortage takes place. With timeslots of duration one hour, the continuous operation
lifetime is equal to |Tco | hours. For comparison, we use the metric rco , which represents the percentage of the continuous operation out of the whole observation
period, such as rco = 100 × |T|Tco| | .
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Fig. 1. Percentage of the continuous operation out of the whole observation period Outdoor.

Fig. 1 shows a comparison of rco for an outdoor, one year deployment. We
compare the results for the deployment starting at diﬀerent months of the year.
The ﬁxed duty cycle values are such that DC ∈ {20%, 33%, 50%}. The choice
of such high duty cycles is not uncommon in harvesting-based WSNs, where
energy constraints are alleviated [7]. Having higher duty cycles is beneﬁcial,
since it allows lower communication delays, and higher throughput.
For DC = 20% (Fig. 1a), all the batteries are capable of guaranteeing continuous operation during the whole year, except for the smallest Li batteries.
In fact, with the 10 mAh Ultrathin battery, the node is continuously active for
2 hours only. For DC = 33% (Fig. 1b), continuous operation is achieved for a
whole year for all the Li batteries, except the smallest ones, no matter the deployment month. However, for the NiMH batteries, continuous operation is only
achieved for the AA-sized battery having the largest capacity, and only if the
deployment starts at January. For DC = 50% (Fig. 1c), none of the batteries are
capable of achieving continuous operation for a whole year, no matter the month
of deployment. These results suggest that Li-based batteries generally outperform NiMH batteries. This is due to the high charging eﬃciency of Li batteries,
as opposed to the low eﬃciency of NiMH batteries causing them to charge less
and discharge more aggressively. On the other hand, the smallest Li batteries
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(43 and 10 mAh) are limited by their relatively small capacity. This suggests
that much lower duty cycles are recommended when using these batteries.
A pattern concerning the eﬀect of the deployment month on the achieved
lifetime emerges. This is due to the signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the amount of harvestable energy from one month to another. It is generally around November
and December that the aggressive discharge will take place considering the few
recharge opportunities. Thus, it is more likely that a node will enter the nonoperational state during these months.

6.2

Indoor

100
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20

2*AA-Ni
2*AAA-Ni
AA-Li
U-Li-200
U-Li-100
U-Li-43
U-Li-10

80

rco (%)

rco (%)

80

0

100

2*AA-Ni
2*AAA-Ni
AA-Li
U-Li-200
U-Li-100
U-Li-43
U-Li-10

60

40

20

1%

5%
DC (%)

10%

(a) Indoor Location A

0

1%

5%
DC (%)

10%

(b) Indoor Location B

Fig. 2. Percentage of the continuous operation out of the whole observation period Indoor.

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of rco for the indoor locations. Since harvestable
energy indoor is far less available than outdoor, smaller duty-cycles are considered: DC ∈ {1%, 5%, 10%}. Unlike the outdoor scenario, we do not have the
deployment month dependency. At the well lighted location B, Fig. 2b shows
that, with DC = 1%, all the batteries, except the 10 mAh Ultrathin, are capable of achieving continuous operation for the whole observation period. This
means that any of these batteries can be used with a duty cycle DC = 1% or
lower. Fig. 2a shows that, at the poorly lighted location A, the longest time
for which the node is capable of sustaining its continuous operation is equal to
rco = 73% of the observation period, for DC = 1% and two AA-sized NiMH batteries. The results show that duty cycles on the order of DC = 5% are relatively
high for indoor applications, since no battery is capable of guaranteeing continuous operation for longer than rco = 24% of the observation period. Another
observation in Fig. 2a is that the Ultrathin 43 mAh and 10 mAh batteries are
only suitable for applications requiring duty cycles even lower than DC = 1%.
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Non-operational Time in Outage Tolerant Applications

In this section, we consider outage tolerant applications, where continuous operation is not a requirement. The node may become non-operational for a certain
duration before regaining enough energy to resume its activity. Some applications set regulations for the non-operational period, by bounding the outage
tolerance parameters ncmax (Eq. 9) and/or rno (Eq. 10). Using our model, we
compute ncmax and rno for a given ﬁxed duty cycle DC.
7.1

Outdoor
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(h)
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2*AA-Ni
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AA-Li
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(a) Maximum consecutive non-operational
hours

0

20%

33%

50%

DC (%)

(b) Total non-operational time

Fig. 3. Outage tolerance parameters - Outdoor.

Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b show values of ncmax and rno , respectively, during a
one year deployment in the outdoor location, for diﬀerent battery models, and
for diﬀerent static duty cycle values: DC ∈ {20%, 33%, 50%}. Since continuous
operation is no longer a target, the month of deployment does not aﬀect the
output. Tolerance for non-operational time and the required duty cycle, set by
the application, are used to determine the suitable battery. For example, a node
powered by a 43 mAh Ultrathin battery, with DC = 20%, is in power outage for
two consecutive hours maximum, and remains operational for a total of 97% of
the whole deployment period. For applications tolerating these conditions, a node
can be equipped with this type of battery. In an outage intolerant application,
such batteries were not even capable of surviving one month under the same
conditions.
7.2

Indoor

Fig. 4 shows values of ncmax and rno , for indoor locations A and B, for diﬀerent
batteries, and for diﬀerent static duty cycle values: DC ∈ {1%, 5%, 10%}. In location A, Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b show that even with the relatively low DC = 1%,
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Fig. 4. Outage tolerance parameters - Indoor Locations A (a,b) and B (c,d).

the tolerance for non-operational time must be high. As the duty cycle increases
and the battery capacity decreases, the total non-operational time increases signiﬁcantly. The values of the total non-operational time reached in location A
(Fig. 4b), are highly impractical in real-life deployments. It is useless to have
the node non-operational for 80% of the time, for example, as required by most
batteries. In location B, we can see in Fig. 4d that there is no power outage for
DC = 1%, except with the Ultrathin 10 mAh battery. This is in accordance with
the results shown in Fig. 2b. With the Ultrathin 10 mAh battery and DC = 1%,
for an outage intolerant application, the node is active for only 30% of the observation period. However, for outage tolerant applications, results show that
the node is active, with DC = 1%, for 96.6% of the time, while staying in the
non-operational state for a maximum of 10 consecutive hours. For the higher
duty cycles, total non-operational time increases signiﬁcantly.
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Duty Cycle Dimensioning in Outage Tolerant
Applications

We consider now the complementary problem of the previous section. Given predetermined boundaries on ncmax and rno , we compute the maximum achievable
DC value.
Outdoor
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Fig. 5. Maximum achievable duty cycle for pre-determined conditions - Outdoor.

Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show the maximum achievable duty cycle DC in the
outdoor location, with the AA-sized NiMH batteries, and the Ultrathin 43 mAh
battery, respectively. As anticipated, the more we tolerate outages, the more
DC increases. Since rno is bounded, the maximum achievable value of DC is also
bounded. With the NiMH batteries, Fig. 5a shows that the maximum achievable
duty cycle with no tolerance for outages is DC = 34%, a relatively high value.
As the tolerance for non-operational time increases, duty cycles as high as DC =
93% can be achieved, with the node being non-operational for a maximum of 15
consecutive hours, and for 33% of the observation period. However, conditions
are more strict for the Ultrathin 43 mAh battery, as shown in Fig. 5b. The
maximum achievable duty cycle with no tolerance for outages is DC = 18%.
8.2

Indoor

Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b show the maximum achievable DC in indoor locations, A and
B, respectively, with AA-sized NiMH batteries. The diﬀerence is clear in terms of
the achieved duty cycle between these two locations. In the poorly lighted location A, the duty cycle reaches a maximum of DC = 1.3% being non-operational
for 43% of the time, with 200 maximum consecutive non-operational hours. In
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the well lighted location B, the achieved duty cycle for the same non-operational
conditions is DC = 5%. Higher duty-cycles are achieved at the costly expense of
having a large amount of time during which the node is non-operational. Some
of the non-operational constraints may be impractical, meaning that applications requiring higher duty cycles as well as short outage time are diﬃcult to
accommodate to indoor environments.
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rno = 6.92%
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Fig. 6. Maximum achievable duty cycle for pre-determined conditions with 2*AANiMH batteries - Indoor.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we present a PV energy harvesting model for a single node in a
WSN. We build our model around three major components: the environment,
the battery, and the application. Based on our model, given two of the three
components, we can characterize the third one. We deﬁne several use cases using
real-world datasets of light intensity, in both indoor and outdoor scenarios, a wide
range of rechargeable batteries, and various application parameters. We show
that, given particular application parameters, we are able to determine which
batteries are suitable, given the node duty cycle, and vice versa. Furthermore,
the feasibility of an application in a speciﬁc environment, or for a speciﬁc battery,
can be studied. Results show that tolerating short power outage periods allows
extending the node lifetime, with higher duty cycle values.
For future work, it is of utmost importance to further expand the model
from a single wireless node to the whole network. Collaboration between the
nodes, and relaying functionalities may inﬂuence the node behavior. Moreover,
the outage tolerant applications raise new challenges on how to deal with the
unexpected “disappearance” of a node when non-operational, followed by its
“reappearance” in the network.
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